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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Learning and Change Leaders, we all want to know how to prepare our people to succeed in the era of Digital Transformation. Understanding and supporting the human experience will make your migration to new technology and processes smoother.Companies are revolutionizing how they run their business by embarking on a digital transformation in an era that is deemed the “digital age.” While technology decisions and implications are at the forefront of their execution strategy, it is crucial not to lose sight of the impact digital transformation has on the workforce. During this session, I’ll be discussing best practices for engaging the modern learner and the impact digital transformation has on your front-line workers. We’ll talk about the different ways in which real people, both inside and outside of your organization, can be affected by this demanding journey.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am a Solution Architect with GP Strategies, and have served in roles ranging from Account Executive, to Operations Director, to Project Manager/Training Consultant. Prior to GP Strategies and RWD Technologies (which was acquired by GP Strategies in 2011), I worked for University of Dayton Research Institute and GE Aircraft Engines (now GE Aerospace). I hold an M.S. in Materials Science & Engineering from University of Dayton.



Performance Objectives for Webinar
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DESCRIBE your multi-generational workplace.

SHOW the benefits of a more fluid organization.

PRIORITIZE your Digital Transformation plan and timeline.

DEFINE “Digital Transformation.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital TransformationEveryone’s talking about digital transformation – it’s definitely one of the business “buzz phrases” for 2017. Organizations across all verticals are evaluating “digital solutions” that claim to enable a richer customer experience, reduced paper waste, faster processing times, and ultimately a healthier bottom line if you are a for-profit enterprise. A DescribeXxxA more fluid organization is one that will…XxxPrioritize your next stepsxxx



Key Concepts: Digital Transformation
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Digital Transformation is commonly defined as “the 
conversion of business activities, processes, competencies 
and models to fully leverage the changes in and 
opportunities of digital technologies.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital TransformationAn accepted definition of digital transformation is “the conversion of business activities, processes, competencies and models to fully leverage the changes in and opportunities of digital technologies.” As a change or learning leader, do you need convincing that you should be planning your own organization’s digital transformation? Smart DataConsider the number of devices you use and interact with in your personal and work lives. Devices and sensors are generating data at a rate we might never have predicted. “Big data” is already out there, so the question is how do we transform it into “smart data”, meaning that data is accessible, able to be presented for consumption, and ultimately, used to secure a competitive advantage? Your answer is to enable your front-line workers with smart data analysis skills, so they may create compelling business cases for leadership to act on in real time.We are either intrigued or irate observers as business models change right in front of us, depending on our perspective. Self-driving cars developed by start-up technology firms go head to head with generations-old automotive and transit companies. We might not want or need to purchase a car in the near future, but may simply schedule a ride on demand. The ease of publishing digital pictures and stories has forced news agencies to rapidly and radically shift their work styles, or risk extinction. The ways that doctors may diagnose and treat patients virtually, rather than face to face, will require different soft skills as well as technical (surgical) ones.Impact of cloud on front-line workersYour business leaders are selecting new cloud-based solutions to support and simplify business processes. While the promise is that simpler processes will be more intuitive and thus, demand less of a need for performance support, the reality is that with cloud there is no longer a single monumental go-live event to prepare for (and recover from). Cloud means frequent incremental releases, and change / learning leaders will need to polish their communication skills and perhaps add innovative communications via social media to alert front-line workers to what a cloud release means for them, in terms of changes to their work routines and responsibilities.



Key Concepts: Smart Data
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Smart data means it’s accessible, able to be 
presented for consumption, and ultimately used to 
secure a competitive advantage.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital TransformationAn accepted definition of digital transformation is “the conversion of business activities, processes, competencies and models to fully leverage the changes in and opportunities of digital technologies.” As a change or learning leader, do you need convincing that you should be planning your own organization’s digital transformation? Smart DataConsider the number of devices you use and interact with in your personal and work lives. Devices and sensors are generating data at a rate we might never have predicted. “Big data” is already out there, so the question is how do we transform it into “smart data”, meaning that data is accessible, able to be presented for consumption, and ultimately, used to secure a competitive advantage? Your answer is to enable your front-line workers with smart data analysis skills, so they may create compelling business cases for leadership to act on in real time.We are either intrigued or irate observers as business models change right in front of us, depending on our perspective. Self-driving cars developed by start-up technology firms go head to head with generations-old automotive and transit companies. We might not want or need to purchase a car in the near future, but may simply schedule a ride on demand. The ease of publishing digital pictures and stories has forced news agencies to rapidly and radically shift their work styles, or risk extinction. The ways that doctors may diagnose and treat patients virtually, rather than face to face, will require different soft skills as well as technical (surgical) ones.Impact of cloud on front-line workersYour business leaders are selecting new cloud-based solutions to support and simplify business processes. While the promise is that simpler processes will be more intuitive and thus, demand less of a need for performance support, the reality is that with cloud there is no longer a single monumental go-live event to prepare for (and recover from). Cloud means frequent incremental releases, and change / learning leaders will need to polish their communication skills and perhaps add innovative communications via social media to alert front-line workers to what a cloud release means for them, in terms of changes to their work routines and responsibilities.



Key Concepts: Impact on Front-Line Workers
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How is the front-line workforce 
impacted by “cloud solutions”? 
Cloud means frequent incremental 
releases, and change/learning 
leaders will need to use improved 
communication skills and multiple 
channels to inform the workforce of 
what’s ahead.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital TransformationAn accepted definition of digital transformation is “the conversion of business activities, processes, competencies and models to fully leverage the changes in and opportunities of digital technologies.” As a change or learning leader, do you need convincing that you should be planning your own organization’s digital transformation? Smart DataConsider the number of devices you use and interact with in your personal and work lives. Devices and sensors are generating data at a rate we might never have predicted. “Big data” is already out there, so the question is how do we transform it into “smart data”, meaning that data is accessible, able to be presented for consumption, and ultimately, used to secure a competitive advantage? Your answer is to enable your front-line workers with smart data analysis skills, so they may create compelling business cases for leadership to act on in real time.We are either intrigued or irate observers as business models change right in front of us, depending on our perspective. Self-driving cars developed by start-up technology firms go head to head with generations-old automotive and transit companies. We might not want or need to purchase a car in the near future, but may simply schedule a ride on demand. The ease of publishing digital pictures and stories has forced news agencies to rapidly and radically shift their work styles, or risk extinction. The ways that doctors may diagnose and treat patients virtually, rather than face to face, will require different soft skills as well as technical (surgical) ones.Impact of cloud on front-line workersYour business leaders are selecting new cloud-based solutions to support and simplify business processes. While the promise is that simpler processes will be more intuitive and thus, demand less of a need for performance support, the reality is that with cloud there is no longer a single monumental go-live event to prepare for (and recover from). Cloud means frequent incremental releases, and change / learning leaders will need to polish their communication skills and perhaps add innovative communications via social media to alert front-line workers to what a cloud release means for them, in terms of changes to their work routines and responsibilities.
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POLL QUESTION
Why are you attending 
today’s seminar?

a. We are planning a Digital Transformation, 
and I have questions about training.

b. We’ve “gone digital” and are 
experiencing user adoption challenges.

c. I work with companies that are planning 
Digital Transformations and want to learn 
how I can help their users.

d. Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal: get a sense of how familiar they are with Digital Transformation and the challenges they are going to see…Why are you attending todays seminar?Possible poll choices:We are planning a Digital  Transformation and I have questions about training.We’ve “gone digital” and are experiencing user adoption challenges.I work with companies who are planning Digital Transformations and want to learn how I can help their users.Other (can we provide space for comments? If not omit this choice.)



POLL QUESTION
What is on your worry meter?

a) Nothing! I believe we’re anticipating 
everything we’ll need

b) Willingness of our users to adopt digitally 
transformed processes and tasks

c) Communicating changes to roles and responsibilities
d) Considering the needs of our multi-generational 

workforce
e) Maintaining our OCM/training budget when there is 

a perception that digitally transformed processes will 
be so intuitive that no special preparation is needed

f) Other
8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is on your worry meter?Possible poll choices:Nothing! I believe we’re anticipating everything we’ll need.Willingness of our users to adopt digitally transformed processes and tasksCommunicating changes to roles and responsibilitiesConsidering the needs of our multi-generation workforceMaintaining our OCM/training budget when there is a perception that digitally transformed processes will be so intuitive, so no special preparation is neededOther



Agile Is Not Just a Project Methodology
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“Agile organizations grow revenue 37% faster, 
and generate profits 30% more quickly than 
non-agile companies.”

Source: Bersin by Deloitte

Traditional change management 
approaches rely on communications 
designed to increase awareness 
about upcoming changes. 

Digitally transformed enterprises must 
be more agile in preparing for and 
adapting to frequent workplace changes. 

Agile change management is 
defined as the integrated practices and 
processes that manage evolving 
requirements and workforce 
needs/preferences.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workplace AgilityTraditional change management approaches focus on multi-month projects and rely on communications designed to increase awareness about upcoming changes. Digitally transformed enterprises must be more agile in preparing for and adapting to frequent workplace changes. Agile change management is defined as the integrated practices and processes that manage evolving requirements and workforce needs / preferences.  Research by Bersin by Deloitte found that agile organizations grow revenue 37% faster, and generate profits 30% more quickly than non-agile companies. So, instilling agile concepts at multiple levels is an approach to consider – it should result in a healthier attitude towards embracing change. 



Embrace Commitment
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Commitment is marked when 
associates say they are willing 
to try and change outdated 
behavior AND mindset.

This WILL be uncomfortable for many. 
All the more reason why participation 
in sessions designed to SUPPORT 
those changes will be important.

Think about how you will measure when changes to mindset have been achieved.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you prepare for a digital transformation, you as a change / learning leader will require commitment from all levels within your organization. Commitment is marked when associates say that they are willing to (try and) change not just their behavior, but also their mindset in the workplace, even when it feels challenging or uncomfortable. Employees must then agree to participate in sessions (focus groups, coaching sessions, or training workshops) designed to support those changes in happening. Finally, we need to put in place ways to measure when those changes to mindset have been achieved.



Shifting Mindsets via Coaching & Collaboration
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What if not everyone makes the leap 
to a digitally transformed enterprise?

All the more reason for leadership to:
a. Survey early; predict gaps
b. Recommend job, role, or 

organization re-designs
c. Design & implement coaching programs 

to accommodate shortfalls, such as:
• Live and/or online games that 

encourage practicing new mindsets in 
order to earn rewards/recognition, risk-
free

d. Consider use of collaboration sites by 
“communities of practice”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s quite possible that not everyone in the workforce will be able to make the leap, so your human capital management teams should be enlisted to conduct surveys early, predict gaps, and recommend job, role, and/or organization re-designs, along with focused coaching, in order to accommodate shortfalls without negatively impacting productivity. Frontline workers in a digitally transformed workplace may need to interact with others in the organization they’ve never before dealt directly with. Consider an approach that combines coaching and role-playing games that workers participate in then discuss. Live and online game should be designed to encourage participants to practice new mindsets in order to earn rewards or recognition in a risk-free environment.Having access to better information using digitally transformed platforms may dictate that middle managers now must share that information to aid the organization with more rapid decision making. Collaboration can aid in creativity, produce better ideas, and yield better results.  Use of collaboration sites by communities of practice encourages managers to query one another and their Super Users for best practices, to post their lessons learned, and in the process, to raise the collective level of digital literacy.



Age-Diverse Workplace & Learning Implications

Adding a layer of complexity to your Digital Transformation challenge: 
MULTIPLE GENERATIONS IN THE WORKFORCE!

Baby  Boomers (born in early 1940s to early 1960s)

Generation X (born in early 1960s to early 1980s)

Millennials (born in early 1980s to early 2000s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Deloitte’s “Millennial Survey 2014,” 75% of the workforce will be Millennials by 2025. Many Baby Boomers have committed work routines to memory, and thus are uneasy with the thought of their work environment being turned on its head due to a digital transformation. Gen Xers may be more comfortable with the idea of changing roles and processes, since their working years have been marked by so many technological advances. However, they still will need time to process what changes will mean for their role – not only what the change can bring to them, but what they can bring to the change. Millennials are not only used to a rapid pace of change, they expect that each wave of change will bring improvements, streamlining their processes and incorporating the latest technologies.Addressing Learning PreferencesAs a learning leader, you’ve got to make decisions on how to spend your content design & development dollars. It can be prohibitively expensive to deploy and maintain separate learning solutions on each new topic for each generation of learner. Instead, build-in instructor and learner notes that present options for how to use materials depending on the audience. If your solution blends in elements that appeal to different preferences, you’ll have a winning approach. Group activities such as role-play, followed by time to practice new skills on their own should appeal to Baby Boomers, since they enjoy interaction but may prefer to receive constructive criticism in a one-on-one setting. Make sure that the group activities are designed to be realistic—yet fun, and a low enough intensity that they will be inclusive to all workers. Gen Xers appreciate relevance, and will ask for options to explore new tasks “their way” whenever possible. Finally, if your learners include Millennials, challenge your team to design the group work to be technology-enabled, have social components, yet still be individually evaluated, since this is their normal way of working.Chances are, you’re already designing learning solutions that must appeal to and be effective for multiple generations. Survey your learners – seek their input early! The goal is that your investment to adapt content to multiple generations will be recouped when you measure gains in skills, productivity, and digital literacy.



Baby Boomers

FOR BABY BOOMERS: 

Design group activities
such as role-play followed 
by time to practice on 
their own

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Deloitte’s “Millennial Survey 2014,” 75% of the workforce will be Millennials by 2025. Many Baby Boomers have committed work routines to memory, and thus are uneasy with the thought of their work environment being turned on its head due to a digital transformation. Gen Xers may be more comfortable with the idea of changing roles and processes, since their working years have been marked by so many technological advances. However, they still will need time to process what changes will mean for their role – not only what the change can bring to them, but what they can bring to the change. Millennials are not only used to a rapid pace of change, they expect that each wave of change will bring improvements, streamlining their processes and incorporating the latest technologies.Addressing Learning PreferencesAs a learning leader, you’ve got to make decisions on how to spend your content design & development dollars. It can be prohibitively expensive to deploy and maintain separate learning solutions on each new topic for each generation of learner. Instead, build-in instructor and learner notes that present options for how to use materials depending on the audience. If your solution blends in elements that appeal to different preferences, you’ll have a winning approach. Group activities such as role-play, followed by time to practice new skills on their own should appeal to Baby Boomers, since they enjoy interaction but may prefer to receive constructive criticism in a one-on-one setting. Make sure that the group activities are designed to be realistic—yet fun, and a low enough intensity that they will be inclusive to all workers. Gen Xers appreciate relevance, and will ask for options to explore new tasks “their way” whenever possible. Finally, if your learners include Millennials, challenge your team to design the group work to be technology-enabled, have social components, yet still be individually evaluated, since this is their normal way of working.Chances are, you’re already designing learning solutions that must appeal to and be effective for multiple generations. Survey your learners – seek their input early! The goal is that your investment to adapt content to multiple generations will be recouped when you measure gains in skills, productivity, and digital literacy.



FOR GENERATION XERS: 

Appreciate relevance & 
want to explore new tasks 
“their way”

Generation X

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Deloitte’s “Millennial Survey 2014,” 75% of the workforce will be Millennials by 2025. Many Baby Boomers have committed work routines to memory, and thus are uneasy with the thought of their work environment being turned on its head due to a digital transformation. Gen Xers may be more comfortable with the idea of changing roles and processes, since their working years have been marked by so many technological advances. However, they still will need time to process what changes will mean for their role – not only what the change can bring to them, but what they can bring to the change. Millennials are not only used to a rapid pace of change, they expect that each wave of change will bring improvements, streamlining their processes and incorporating the latest technologies.Addressing Learning PreferencesAs a learning leader, you’ve got to make decisions on how to spend your content design & development dollars. It can be prohibitively expensive to deploy and maintain separate learning solutions on each new topic for each generation of learner. Instead, build-in instructor and learner notes that present options for how to use materials depending on the audience. If your solution blends in elements that appeal to different preferences, you’ll have a winning approach. Group activities such as role-play, followed by time to practice new skills on their own should appeal to Baby Boomers, since they enjoy interaction but may prefer to receive constructive criticism in a one-on-one setting. Make sure that the group activities are designed to be realistic—yet fun, and a low enough intensity that they will be inclusive to all workers. Gen Xers appreciate relevance, and will ask for options to explore new tasks “their way” whenever possible. Finally, if your learners include Millennials, challenge your team to design the group work to be technology-enabled, have social components, yet still be individually evaluated, since this is their normal way of working.Chances are, you’re already designing learning solutions that must appeal to and be effective for multiple generations. Survey your learners – seek their input early! The goal is that your investment to adapt content to multiple generations will be recouped when you measure gains in skills, productivity, and digital literacy.



FOR MILLENNIALS: 

Want technology-
enabled/social 
elements, but 
individual evaluations

Millennials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Deloitte’s “Millennial Survey 2014,” 75% of the workforce will be Millennials by 2025. Many Baby Boomers have committed work routines to memory, and thus are uneasy with the thought of their work environment being turned on its head due to a digital transformation. Gen Xers may be more comfortable with the idea of changing roles and processes, since their working years have been marked by so many technological advances. However, they still will need time to process what changes will mean for their role – not only what the change can bring to them, but what they can bring to the change. Millennials are not only used to a rapid pace of change, they expect that each wave of change will bring improvements, streamlining their processes and incorporating the latest technologies.Addressing Learning PreferencesAs a learning leader, you’ve got to make decisions on how to spend your content design & development dollars. It can be prohibitively expensive to deploy and maintain separate learning solutions on each new topic for each generation of learner. Instead, build-in instructor and learner notes that present options for how to use materials depending on the audience. If your solution blends in elements that appeal to different preferences, you’ll have a winning approach. Group activities such as role-play, followed by time to practice new skills on their own should appeal to Baby Boomers, since they enjoy interaction but may prefer to receive constructive criticism in a one-on-one setting. Make sure that the group activities are designed to be realistic—yet fun, and a low enough intensity that they will be inclusive to all workers. Gen Xers appreciate relevance, and will ask for options to explore new tasks “their way” whenever possible. Finally, if your learners include Millennials, challenge your team to design the group work to be technology-enabled, have social components, yet still be individually evaluated, since this is their normal way of working.Chances are, you’re already designing learning solutions that must appeal to and be effective for multiple generations. Survey your learners – seek their input early! The goal is that your investment to adapt content to multiple generations will be recouped when you measure gains in skills, productivity, and digital literacy.



Navigating to Organizational Fluidity
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Digitally transformed 
organizations move from 
STRUCTURED HIERARCHIES 
TO DYNAMIC TEAMS.

Which means:
A new organization that 
embraces conflict & failure
Gartner’s research in 2014 
defines this new approach as 
“Organizational Fluidity.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As enterprises mature on their digital transformation journey, they evolve from structured hierarchies to agile teams. This necessitates a move from traditional organizational change management (OCM) to an approach that stands ready to face conflict and failure, which are both acceptable and inevitable. Gartner’s research in 2014 defined this evolved OCM approach as “Organizational Fluidity.” Change leaders in fluid organizations must allocate time for examining and re-shaping goals as teams & the business matures.Leaders may also want to set aside time for teams to practice operating more effectively together in order to drive success. Newly-integrated teams will experience smoother hand-offs when their roles are well-defined, and when they are able to anticipate rough patches. Anticipation doesn’t necessarily result in elimination of difficult situations, but rather knowing how to work through them with minimal repercussions. Finally, think of what is learned from experiencing challenges in the workplace. Change leaders should plan for and facilitate forums where teams can talk about their failures then share and document best practices.



Navigating to Organizational Fluidity (cont.)
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CHANGE LEADERS MUST:
• Allocate time for re-shaping 

goals as the business matures.

• Set aside time for teams to 
practice operating more 
effectively together.

• Encourage teams to work 
through challenges together 
and implement best practices.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As enterprises mature on their digital transformation journey, they evolve from structured hierarchies to agile teams. This necessitates a move from traditional organizational change management (OCM) to an approach that stands ready to face conflict and failure, which are both acceptable and inevitable. Gartner’s research in 2014 defined this evolved OCM approach as “Organizational Fluidity.” Change leaders in fluid organizations must allocate time for examining and re-shaping goals as teams & the business matures.Leaders may also want to set aside time for teams to practice operating more effectively together in order to drive success. Newly-integrated teams will experience smoother hand-offs when their roles are well-defined, and when they are able to anticipate rough patches. Anticipation doesn’t necessarily result in elimination of difficult situations, but rather knowing how to work through them with minimal repercussions. Finally, think of what is learned from experiencing challenges in the workplace. Change leaders should plan for and facilitate forums where teams can talk about their failures then share and document best practices.



Clear Communications
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Vagueness & hesitation impede 
intent from being conveyed; 

decision-making 
may be impacted.

CALL TO ACTION FOR 
CHANGE LEADERS: 
Define & practice clear 
communications that result in 
desired business outcomes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A digital transformation demands that we communicate differently within our teams as well as up, down, and across the organization. If we are vague or hesitant our intent won’t be conveyed, and decision-making by our colleagues will be being negatively impacted. Change leaders in digitally transforming organizations must coach each role on their relationships to others, then define and practice the types of clear communication which are necessary in order to achieve success through desired business outcomes.



Personal Analogy: Learning to Ride a Horse
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Over time, I’ve become a 
more effective 
communicator, which has 
allowed us to navigate more 
complex challenges together 
– as an agile team.

Falling? Yep, and it’s 
taught me to anticipate and 
avoid future falls.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an adult I learned to ride a horse. I’m in decent shape for my age but had previously only been on horseback as a teenager at summer camp. Horseback riding has been a journey, one that I chose, of course, but a journey that I will compare to the experience of a front-line worker who is personally impacted by a digital transformation initiative. At first, my experience riding a horse combined excitement (anticipation of a brand-new activity), nervousness (will I fall/fail?), with some discomfort (I know I can do this but boy, are my muscles sore). Over time as my confidence and competence increase, I receive coaching in the proper body position, which allows me to more effectively communicate with my horse. Through practice I demonstrate improved posture and communication with my horse, so we graduate to more advanced challenges such as navigating bending vs. straight lines, trotting over poles, then higher jumps. Yes, I’ve fallen off, but in the process I’m learning how to anticipate and possibly avoid future falls. My horse and I are becoming a more agile team.



Some Digital Transformation User Challenges 
Remain the Same…
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Is the 
business 

process still 
the same?

Who can I 
contact for 

help?

What rules
should I follow
to make this 

decision?

Who 
approves this 

after I’ve 
done my 

part?

When is this 
change 

happening?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture of user at his/her computer asking questions…When is this change happening?Is the business process still the same?Who approves this after I’ve done my part?What rules should I follow to make this decision?Who can I contact for help?



How Does the Picture of Success Change?
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AT GO-LIVE...
Transactional effectiveness: Employees can effectively execute key 
system tasks and know what to do if they run into problems.

Motivation: Employees have a positive attitude about their ability 
to be successful with the new processes and system.

DURING STABILIZATION...
Continuous learning: Employees continue learning about new 
business processes and system capabilities.

Leveraging information: Workforce and Managers become effective 
at leveraging the information the system provides.

OVER  TIME...
Sustainable training: New employees are efficiently trained as they 
join the organization or change jobs.

Collaboration: Best practices are developed and shared among 
user communities.

With Digital 
Transformation…

Transactional needs are 
probably less, but 

Motivation needs may be 
greater.

With Digital 
Transformation…

Continuous learning needs 
are greater. Leveraging 
information is similar.

With Digital 
Transformation…

Need for sustainable 
training is just as great, as 
is need for Collaboration.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It doesn’t matter what ERP system you are implementing, you still need this.Update to have traditional versus “with Digital Transformation”



Implications for Solution Design
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GREATER NEED FOR COMMUNICATIONS
Pre go-live
During stabilization
To ease transition during new releases

LESS EMPHASIS ON TRANSACTIONAL DOCUMENTATION
Less detail in documentation
Fewer transactions documented
Alternative approaches such as microlearning videos

LEARNING, PERFORMANCE SUPPORT, AND 
COLLABORATION MECHANISMS TAKE ON GREATER 
IMPORTANCE

ONGOING OWNERSHIP OF THE SOLUTION BECOMES A 
CRITICAL ISSUE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does a  Digital Transformation training solution differ from a traditional ERP training solution?First three major bullets on slide highlight the differencesThe fourth major bullet is consistent with any business transformation, Digital Transformation or traditional ERP. Assigning an internal owner is needed – otherwise content becomes out of date and usage by workforce is more likely to drop off.



Custom Elements to Consider
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MICROLEARNING VIDEO
• Sponsor messages
• Business process overviews
• Task demonstrations with embedded concepts

COACHING GUIDES

ROLE-BASED INTERACTIVE PDFs

EMPLOYEE ADOPTION SURVEYS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add talking points in Notes section for each custom element bullet on this slideMicrolearning videos - Brief eLearning videos to reinforce key messages and significant activities that the Managers and/or Workforce need to undertake in the new business processes. May be eitherBus process overviews orTask demos with embedded conceptsBus process overview webinars – live virtual or self-paced sessions. Training focused specifically on the roles in which people will be performing.  Assuming a centralized HR Generalist/Recruiting/Talent Management -VILT for them and self-paced eLearning for other Managers and WorkforceRole-based interactive PDFs - An interactive guide to provide employees in specific roles with a simple, structured approach to learning about their new jobs and, in particular, the systems and dashboards they will use.Surveys (pre- and post-go live) – Pre: Assesses project status, readiness, expectations of the training & support that will be provided. Post: Assess confidence regarding new skills taught during training, where to go/who to turn to for supportShould we label each icon below as a specific custom element from the list? 



Factors to Take into Account in Considering 
Your Alternatives…
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Degree of
process, role, & 
responsibility 
change

Where are
your end 

users coming 
from?

Centralized 
versus 

decentralized
tradition

Will 
translation
or localization 
be needed?



Remember, It’s About Ensuring Business Outcomes
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User Challenges Remain the Same…

Evolve Your Solution to Reflect Your Digital 
Transformation’s Unique Challenges

Don’t Lose Sight of Business Outcomes



POLL QUESTION
After participating in this session, 
which solution elements resonate best 
with your challenges?
a. I’m comfortable that our Learning & Development team is 

anticipating the organization’s needs and will address them.
b. I see the need for additional communication and change 

management.
c. Some custom training elements may be needed to meet our 

needs.
d. Our needs dictate a customized approach.
e. Other

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible poll choices:I’m comfortable that our Learning & Development team is anticipating the organization’s needs & will address themI see the need for additional communication and change managementSome custom training elements may be needed to meet our needsOur needs dictate a customized approachOther (can we provide space for comments? If not omit this choice.)
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Special offer for webinar participants:
30 minutes of free consulting, if booked by Wednesday, May 31, 2017. 

Contact Ellen Kumar to schedule your appointment!
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